
 

Yellen: Inflation is ‘unacceptably high’ 

By Casey Harper  

July 15, 2022  

(The Center Square) – The same week that both consumer and producer price index data showed 

major inflationary spikes, U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said inflation is "unacceptably 

high." 

“We’re first and foremost supportive of the Fed’s efforts, what they deem to be necessary to get 
inflation under control,” Yellen said in Bali, Indonesia, before meeting with other G-20 finance 
ministers from around the world. The Fed has been increasing interest rates in an attempt to 
slowing soaring inflation. 

Yellen said that inflation was “unacceptably high” and that the Biden administration’s release of 
oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve was working to lower energy prices. 

The comments come as the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics released the Consumer Price Index 
and the Producer Price index this week that showed a 9.1% and 11.3% rise, respectively, in the 
previous 12 months. The CPI rose 1.3% in June while the PPI rose 1.1% last month. 

Both increases were fueled in part by record high prices for regular and diesel gasoline in the 
month of June. Those prices have dipped in recent weeks but still remain much higher than the 
same time last year. 

“ Nearly 90 percent of the June increase can be traced to a 10.0-percent jump in prices for final 
demand energy,” BLS said of its producer prices. “The indexes for final demand goods less foods 
and energy and for final demand foods advanced 0.5 percent and 0.1 percent, respectively.” 

Critics have piled on the Biden administration this week amid the high inflation data. 

“When it comes to inflation, Pres. Biden’s admin., including Sec. Treasury Janet Yellen, [and] the 
Fed have proven to be perfectly incompetent,” Steve Hanke, an economist at the Cato Institute and 
professor at Johns Hopkins University, wrote on Twitter. “They were unable to anticipate today’s 
record inflation of 9.1%... Remember, it was all supposed to be transitory.” 

Republicans blasted Biden and Democrats as well after the inflation data was released. 

“ Inflation hits 9.1%. The highest since 1981,” said U.S. Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio. “But Democrats 
somehow still think you can afford that $50,000 electric car to offset gas prices. Makes sense!” 

https://www.thecentersquare.com/national/inflation-soars-9-1-in-past-12-months/article_ade1d03c-02a9-11ed-b65c-171bb0794596.html
https://www.thecentersquare.com/national/producer-price-index-rises-11-3-another-worrying-inflation-marker/article_d96ea1c0-0372-11ed-8e28-976582fc9cdd.html
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